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Free post apocalyptic books pdf

5 classic post apocalyptic novels that have spent the test of time, I have enrolled in the public domain. This means that each of these fantastic novels is available to download, keep and read, all for low, low-cost anything. I wrote a short synopsis of each, and included a free download link courtesy of the Gutenberg project, where you can download your copy of the book in any format you like - including
EPUB and Kindle!1) Toxic Belt - Arthur Conan DoyleTo poisoning belt follows on from Conan Doyle's epic story Lost World. When three characters of the book are called to Professor Challenger's home, they have an unusual requirement: to bring oxygen tanks with them. When the protagonists arrive in London, they are dragged into a closed room and told that the Earth will move through a belt of
poisonous ether, which is why mankind is supposed to suffocate. Safe in their hermetically sealed room, five of them are watching the destruction of the world that unfolds around them. Download The Poison belt2) The Last Man - Shelley Shelley's Mary Shelley (yep - author of Frankenstein; or Modern Prometheus) classic novel tells the story of a deadly plague that eradicates humanity, right up to, you
guessed it, the last man. First published in 1826, The Last Man is often considered one of the first books in the post apocalyptic genre. As you might expect from a novel dating back to the 19th century, it offers a somewhat confusing mix of styles: elements of romantic literature from the times are heavily present throughout the time, and the story at some point is quite radically channelled from its head.
Although it is a long (and somewhat difficult) reading, if you are interested in the origins of post apocalyptic literature, the Last Man is worthy of reading. Download The Last Man3) Darkness and Dawn - George Allan EnglandDarkness and Dawn is a compilation of three novels dating back to 1912. As you might expect from a collection of stories over a century old, the elements of complication feel dated, and
in some cases, very bizarre. But Darkness and Dawn redeem itself with its inventive take on the apocalypse: the story begins with the protagonists waking up to find the world around them is miraculously old thousand years old (with one character who woke up to her typewriter, which literally dissolved into dust). As the story unfolds, Roman's handheld of survivors begins to know that they are not alone on
this new land - and a new race of people has brought its place in society. Download Darkness and Dawn4) The Lost Continent - Edgar Rice Burroughs Lost Continent (also known as Beyond Thirty - the original title before publication) is a short novel by Edgar Rice Burroughs, a man best known for creating Tarzan and The Martian adventurer John Carter. Burroughs's story follows a society of submariners
who find themselves isolated on the shores of a forbidden and unloved part of the world: England. After the global warfare that led to The Americans who cut off contact with the rest of the world took down the country's wildlife and lived a primitive life along with the descendants of the country's escaped zoos. It offers an insightful glimpse into the zeitgeist of post-World War One America, The Lost Continent
is a imagination that deals with reading - and well worth the few hours it takes to complete. Download The Lost Continent5) This Crowded Earth - Robert BlochThis Crowded Earth is a post apocalyptic novel from Robert Bloch - mentor of the legendary H.P. Lovecraft, and author of the classic novel Psycho (and the book that inspired Hitchcock's classic film). Despite the age, the apocalypse that has been
presented in This Crowded Earth land gives a particularly resonant note to modern readers, as limited resources and swelling cities force the Earth's ruling forces to take drastic measures to solve the population crisis. Filled with some creepy pre-quotient predictions (and some of the more ridiculous plot elements), This Crowded Earth is worth a read for all apocalyptic lovers and post apocalyptic genres.
Download This Crowded EarthStill Looking for your next read? If you're still looking for classic post apocalyptic fiction to plunge your teeth into, don't look further from our mega-guide to the greatest books of the genre: The 50 Best Post Apocalyptic Books.From timeless favorites to modern classics, we've explored the darkest breaths in the world to create the ultimate guide to the end of world fiction. #7
Heavy Weather Kindle Edition#15 The Stand 4.7 of 5 stars 10,804 Kindle Edition#18 Flight 3430 Kindle Edition They swore that the bunkers would protect us from Flense. They lied. Three years ago, Finnian Bolles and his apocalypse survivors fled to the safe Bunker 8. Spent three years in complete isolation from a ruined world eaten by a plague that destroys mankind. For three years, you've been
avoiding the fearsome, almost unstoppable, once human beings known as the Wraith. An unsocued stranger appears at their doorstep with remarkable claims about the drug and clues as to where he might be found: inside the rumoured twelfth bunker. The problem is, there shouldn't be a place like this. Because the fate of mankind rests in balance, do they risk leaving their bunker to seek another, perhaps
succumb to fate worse than death? As the disagreements dissent the group and the violence disappears, the horrific truth of the true cause of Flense begins to emerge and why it has been released into the world. And those of them who will do everything they can to keep these secrets buried. Even if it means to vauet starfleet against them. Contain is the first book in an explosive post-apocalyptic brass,
BUNKER 12, an extraordinary tale of good versus evil, nature versus technology, and a will to survive against the most destructive plague of mankind ever. Click here to pick up your copy of Contain in the Amazon Kindle store. Saul Tanpepper's specfic pen name Ken J. Howe, Ph.D. molecular biologist and former military physician and trauma specialist. If you click here, you can visit his Amazon author's
page. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or type into your web browser – just fill out your email address, smack Subscribe button and make sure you click the link in the confirmation email! Download the free kindle books and blog tips app for your Kindle Fire or Android-based smartphone or tablet – for free, of course – by clicking here or type in into your PC's web browser from
amazon app store or click here or type in in the computer's web browser for the Google App Store. Here's your list of free and discounted Kindle books offered in different genres for Wednesday: for those books that are listed as free in this post – while setting free status is valid at the time of this post, please make sure to check the price carefully before pressing the buys button as you could return to paid
status at any time! Fathers who like comfortable puzzles won't be able to resist this arrangement. Michaela Thompson's four wonderful international mysteries, which were based in France, Italy and India, are now free as a box kit. Go on a big tour! Cuddle up and enjoy these exotic and exciting adventures one by one. MAGIC MIRROR SACRE BLEU! They killed a man for a mirror! Florida transplant
Georgia Lee Maxwell initially doesn't go to Paris, despite the fact that she at least leaves a non-good man and a hostile work as the company's editor. Now she's a correspondent in Paris, thank you very much – a dream come true for every journalist. There is only slightly down - she gets into freezing rain, gets caught up in a traffic jam caused by a bomb scare and hates her apartment; But the real Bonjour
found himself on the floor of the museum during the robbery. Three masked gunmen shoot the unfortunate security guard and leave with a mirror. Does he have some kind of prophetic ability? Does anyone know something gendarmes don't know? If she finds out first, she's a journalistic heroine. If she doesn't, she's dead. A temporary spirit that writes ghosts in Provence lives a dream! Until the killing
begins... In another adventure, journalist Georgia Lee Maxwell is leaving her new home in Paris for Provence, where she was offered lucrative work for writing ghosts. But her co-author, suspected of murdering Vivien Howard, the widow of a wealthy New York financier, seems oddly disinterested in writing her memoirs of Vivian believed to have killed her husband but she has never been charged with a
crime, and now promises to say it all. At a time when Provence has settled into a charming renovated farmhouse, Georgia Lee finds a household full of fee-sensitive feelings, not that suspicious characters. Frustrated by Vivien's lack of cooperation and distracted by threatening letters, Georgia Lee soon realizes that she has become an actress in a more dangerous play than she could have imagined. And
then there's another murder. THE VENEER MASK AT THE CARNIVAL IN A FLOATING CITY – A YOUNG American with no art, a mysterious masked count and murder The surreal splendour of Venice glitters and fascinates like six so-called friends who, it turns out, barely know each other at a carnival to play a malicious game that quickly becomes murderous. Sally, tallahassee lassie, who was
encouraged as a virtual sox, swept away the mysterious count, attending masked balls, operas, and Carnival is also reeusing as she mourns the wedding and evade the deadly pursuit. Things should happen at Carnival, says her unlikely protector, who looks more like Harlequin in more than his costume. If they go on the same, there's no reason for the carnival. On this psychological tour, there is no chance
of them fighting in this psychological tour with people who have been forced to confront their inner Harlequins and Meduzami. Hello, your past calls... Guilt thinks Marina Robinson is my life's work. And why? There are many in her past who could represent nightmares and fears, crimes and betrayals that have taken place half a world away for ten years. Now she's an engineer with a great job. She's a failure
analyst, an investigator who finds out what causes accidents, and works on her most fascinating case - the fatal slide accident - when she suddenly hears her phone. And her world is inclined... An unatasized, unidentified caller can only be one person Click here to pick up their free copy of the Grand Tour Box Set in the Amazon Kindle store. Do you have what it takes to survive? Ben Davis was ready for
disaster. He didn't know it was coming so soon. He and his teenage son, Joel, are miles deep in the back of the San Juan mountains, when high-altitude nuclear electromagnetic detonations illuminate the sky before dawn. Ben, Joel and their dog, Gunner, must walk home – or whatever is left of it – on foot. With no chance of communicating with his ex-wife in Maryland, Ben has no idea if Joel's brother and
sister are okay. You both decide you don't have a chance, like they're heading east. Before their journey begins, they travel to the city to check out Ben's outdoor store for supplies and discover one of Joel's classmates, Allie, alone and desperately in need of help. When Ben finds out that Allie's flight attendant is probably dead, and her father lives in Pittsburgh, she knows he has to take her with you. Ben
must use the skills he learned as a military ranger many years ago to survive the post-apocalyptic world in which they now live. Can he and two teenagers stay safe as they move along the dark and dangerous road ahead? Click here to pick up your free copy of The Breakdown in the Amazon Kindle Store. She needed Love her and never let her go... But she's afraid. Professional bull rider Cliff Masterson
has been chasing his dreams for years, but after a nice bull's jean, he now suddenly dreams of love, home and fire. Because Maddie Rose has had enough people in her life to leave and she's not willing to risk her heart for anyone, especially a bull that has a tramp in her veins. Sparks fly when this determined cowboy tries to prove to this heer jeans that the only thing he's chasing now is the wedding bells
with her... Luckily, he got the help of three lighters involved to help him be happy for the rest of his days? Click here to pick up your free copy of Her Texas Cowboy in the Amazon Kindle store. Maverick got rid of the door and found it on the door and shrugged. Above her beautiful dress for fun. She looked like a kid dressed up. He blinked, and there was a woman looking at him with soft eyes. Cash would
have killed him if he didn't. One night. Make it count. Mallory Trudeau can operate a 500-acre ranch. He can't get out of The Friends Area with Samo Maverick Dunlop. She knows she thinks she's Cash's little sister, but that's going to change tonight. It's only one night. Stay away. The Christmas ball for the cattle is one in a long series of reminders that Maverick doesn't belong in Mallory's world. He's got 36
hours to report to his military base. He's going to be able to do it for so long without give in to the forbidden attraction he feels about Mallory. He just didn't count on the mome... Click here to pick up your free copy of Soldier Under The Osmom at the Amazon Kindle store. A barrel of gun-code, which we call the Middle East, will explode, and on Pate Walsh and his team of CIA mercenaries, it will stop it. The
side war between Saudi Arabia and Iran is escalating out of control. The commander of iran's elite Quds Force has the freedom of power at Ayatollah to destroy. Forty-seven years of the reign of the Sultan of Oman ends as he lies on his deathbed in Germany. His successor will be chosen through an arcane process that includes secretive letters and family votes; The obskurne desert nation is already
turning into a lying political intriage and espionage. When Pat Walsh and his team of former special operators are added to this volatile situation they find themselves in the midst of an adrenaline race against time to avert a global catastrophe. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of Arab Fury in the Amazon Kindle store. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or
type into your web browser – just fill out your email address, smack Subscribe button and make sure you click the link in the confirmation email! Download the free kindle books and blog app tips for Kindle Fire or Android-based smartphone or tablet – free, of course – by clicking here or enter your PC's web browser from the Amazon App Store or click here or type in into your COMPUTER's web browser for
the Google App Store. Here is your list of free and discounted Kindle books offered in different genres for Sunday: for those books that are listed as free in this post – while the setting of free status applies at the time of this post, please check the price carefully before pressing the buys button as you could return back to paid status at any time! All six wonderfully wry and witty Bay Area adventures of Jake
Samson and Rosie Vicente in one handy box set –PLUS BONUS BOOK! A good Jewish cop changed the pi... Former Chicago policeman (now unlicensed PI) Jake Samson lives the life of an urban gentleman farmer in laid-back Oakland, California, occasionally dealing with discreet matters to keep his cats, the Tigris and the Euphrates, in a kite. His lesbian BFF, Rosie the joiner, and her right-flowing two-
for-four are the perfect complements to his relaxed casual style – there's no room for macho posturing with this crew! Readers will love their simple, softening attitude and wish they had a friend like one of them. The post-apocalyptic butt heroine TORCH SONG will appeal in particular to LGBT readers, young adults and people of all ages who have never met a dystopian thriller they didn't love. When an
acquaintance is the prime suspect in his wife's murder, Jake and Rosie are going into a radical group of right-wing activists with whom his wife is linked. Berkeley's car and interesting complications keep things going all the way. Jake's friend and quasi-boss are calling in favor when his nephew is charged with murder. Jake and Rosie need to find the real killer. FULL HOUSE Barca in the middle of the
Oakland suburbs is interesting, but it's not weird by California standards. Even those built by peaceful cults preparing for the coming floods. By the time, Jake Samson's private eye was hired to find Noah, their leader, who disappeared with a lovely surrender and a quarter of a million in cash. The cult suspects it's a ruthless game, but the police are not convinced. A spit in the Ocean North Shore Sperm
Bank in tiny Wheeler, California has been knocked over, and the offender has broken his assets into the ocean and left a religiously insane note of interpretation. Just a joke, wheeler says. But the bank hires Jake Samson and his ever-fierce Watson, Rosie Vicente, to find out who made the unauthorized withdrawal. As the storm brutally wheeler, a bank employee slips into the mud and falls to her death.
The Suicidal King Jake He was a big fan of politics, but Rosie invites him to a poor California fundraiser for the liberal Party's liberal under-18s, and Jake can't resist. They're all fun and political games until the candidate's assistant finds a boss in her backyard hanging naked from an acacia tree. Police ruled the death a suicide, but Jake and the assistant suspect hired Jake to find the culprit. He finds
advertising campaigns, affairs, a possible connection to the German mafia, and more danger than our hero imagined. ROYAL FLUSH Laid-back, unlicensed PI Jake Samson is understandably nervous about inhaling into a local Marine district neo-Nazi group called the Arrium Command. Click here to pick up your free copy of Jake Samson Complete Mysteries in the Amazon Kindle store. Half the kingdom
is marked to turn into wolves and half at night, to turn into wolves during the day, but one girl doesn't move and all has to be rescued. Aein lost her family when she was a child, and since then she has dreamed of becoming a soldier for the man who saved her. When that day finally arrives and she's sent to patrol the border swamp, it seems her wish has come true. But some unasy follow in her home. When
Lord Arnkello's marriage is interrupted by a spy attack, dreams turn into a nightmare... And Aein's the only one awake. Will she be strong enough to defend her lovingly? Will the impending darkness destroy it? Click here to pick up your free copy of Dark Twilight in the Amazon Kindle store. The Superpox-99 virus wiped out almost the entire human race. Governments have failed. Cities have become
cemeteries full of inexplicable horrors. People took refuge in the hearses, or they took the living. The entire industrialized world has become a abandonment of abandoned cars, decaying bodies and wildlife. To stay alive, Deputy Marshal Mason Raines has to take care of food, water and gasoline while he overcomes those who want to take advantage of apocalyptic anarchy. Along with his giant Irish
werewolf Bowie, he matches the survivors of the town of Boone in the fight against a gang of violent criminals. With each deadly encounter, Mason is forced to accept his place as one of the few remaining spouses. In a world now inhabited by fugitives, paranoid mutants and government orders, his only hope is to save the citizens, to assert his brand of borderline justice. Click here to pick up your free copy
of Frontier Justice in the Amazon Kindle store. I'il find you. Before they broke up, Stephen and Katherine reunited in the ruins of an old abbey church and committed their love to each other. It was the summer of 1967, long before the days of the Internet with their emails, online databases and social media, and they walked in different directions, in different schools, in different countries. Stephen promised to
find her. Through 10 years of separation, Katherine clung to Stephen's words, hoping and praying that he would keep his promise. When he finally falls in love, they fall in love again and plan to get married. But Stephen isn't Katherine's only snowman. Bill Wilson – arrogant, selfish, sexist – has known Katherine since high school. He assumed he was going to mobile it and tell everyone it was going to be
his, everyone but Katherine. When Stephen shows up, he decides he has to formally misplace his claim. A marriage without love to a man who despises him against marriage with the love of his life? The choice seems obvious. But when Katherine rejects Bill's proposal, his courtship becomes violent. What will Katherine risk following her heart and marrying the man she truly loves? Click here or enter in
your web browser to pick up your copy of Handfasting in the Amazon Kindle store. Is there hell? American archaeologist Richard Pauling disappears to Venice and is believed to be dead. The U.S. government, which wants to find out who killed him and why, is calling on the Delphi group to investigate. Senior operative Zane Watson leads the team to Italy, where they come to a caretaking discovery:
Pauling recently obtained a mysterious map of unknown origin and purpose. To the south, the underground vault of the Vatican's secret archive is penetrated by a covert figure searching for an ancient relic cloaked in mystery. The Delphi team soon learns that the ancient order is behind the intrigue. The aim of the order is to find the most uneasy of all destinations. It's a place of legend, and for some, it's a
place of unreasable horror. As the path descends into an underground darkness, a chilling question arises: what will they find there? Click here or enter your web browser to pick up your copy of Hades conspiracy in the Amazon Kindle store. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or type into your web browser – just fill out your email address, smack Subscribe button and make sure
you click the link in the confirmation email! Download the free kindle books and blog tips app for your Kindle Fire or Android-based smartphone or tablet – free, of course – by clicking here or enter into your PC's web browser from amazon app store or click here or type in in the computer's web browser for the Google App Store. Here is your list of free and discounted Kindle books offered in different genres
for Monday: for those books that are listed as free in this post – while setting free status is valid at the time of this post, please check the price carefully before pressing the buys button as you could return to the paid balance at any time! The year is 2077 and the planet is draining away from centuries-old human abuse. Investigative author Jack Janis and his gold Max falls on Alice Algafari, a puzzling but
enigmatic explorer, in their quiet rural village. In the wider world, humans and a new race, genetically developed by numans, are competing for survival. Jack's hopes for an idyllic life with Alice and Max collapse amid conspiracy and deadly risks when Alice's boss tries to question them. Alice, Jack and Max are forced to run for their lives. The latest showdown between compassion and science erupts in
Mesopotamia, the cradle of civilization, with Max emerging as the key to shaping the planet's future. Click here to pick up your free copy of Beyond Extinction in the Amazon Kindle store. As the deadly virus rests the country, Vivian returns to California hoping to see her daughter, who she has adopted. Then her car breaks down and she's faceting a choice: give up or take a ride from her redneck brothers,
Angus and Axl. Vivian knows there's a risk in the car with strangers, but with time running out, she's willing to do whatever it takes to get to her daughter. The virus is spreading, and by the time the group arrives in California, most of the population has already been wiped out. When the dead start coming back, Vivian and the others realize that no electricity or running water is the least of their worries. Now
Vivian needs to learn how to be a mother in the most frightening of circumstances, confront Angus's aggressive mood swings and clear up her growing appeal to his little brother Axla. While searching for a safe place, the group meets a french billionaire who may be the answer to all their problems. Trusting him means going to the middle of the Mojave Desert and risking their lives, but from the street to the
prey and nowhere else, their only chance of survival... Click here to pick up your free copy of Broken World in the Amazon Kindle store. Fennelmoore is in deep trouble. Mayor Riley hatched a rabbit scheme to turn a serene, picturesque village into a garish dark park, much to the disgust of the Whitewood witches. Luckily, the Mushroom Convention arrived in the city and bought them time to stop their crazy
mayor. But then there is a well-known expert on mushrooms murdered at the convention, and it is on the feisty Lori Whitewood and her inventive family of witches to use all their magical potion of power to catch a dangerous, unpredictable killer and save Fennelmoore from imminent destruction. He's having trouble with the promotion of the good-looking but start-up Matt. What does she know about a
murder he doesn't share with her? Will she solve the mystery before the killer escapes fennelmoor? Click here to pick up your free copy of Sponge Secret in the Amazon Kindle store. This collection includes nearly 200,000 words kick-ass campaigns, mysteries and sass: Book 1: Ink Witch Book 2: Outlaw Book 3: Underground Gods Are Gone. Her brother's missing. One retired killer has to face his past to
save his future... Kat Dubois swapped her sword for a pumpkin. Heavy drinking helps ease the hearty memories of her former shop: the killer of immortals. She's perfectly happy to spend her life in a tattoo parlor in Seattle. As long as her brother's mysterious disappearance doesn't get her out of retirement. With a charming deck of tarot cards and her trusted sword, Kat pushes to track down her brother
and save her soul. An evil corporation and a list of old rivals stand in the way of its path. For someone who has an ernity to live, Kate's chances of keeping secrets become less likely with each other. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of the Kat Dubois Chronicles in the Amazon Kindle store. A human boy with alien power. The thing is, the meteors didn't fall into the woods that
night. It was an alien vessel. Government agents have taken every precaution to conceal the truth about the event, which was called the Kosmic Fall: when EVIL crashes near a quiet city, the media believe meteors have fallen. But the agents didn't count on young Ben Archer to testify. Nor did they count on surviving a crash by a remand, an alien named Mesmo. So he starts a police hunt to catch a boy
and a stranger, as, among the agents, he hides Mesmo's treacherous enemy, who quietly stuns the investigation. And although the fates of boys and aliens become inextricably linked, one question hovers over their unlikely friendship: why did aliens even come to Earth? Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of Ben Archer and Cosmic Fall in the Amazon Kindle store. Christmas has
always been Kate O'Connor's favourite time of year, but this season - despite her battery-powered earring - feels far from festive. In fact, in a generous amount of self-pity about the loss of her father, the train wreck that was her engagement, and the unpleasant backlog of her career. To make matters worse, her boss at advertising agency Cline &amp; Co. reported that the one-woman committee would
welcome Gavin Whyte, a VIP client from all sides of the pond, who could be the key to resolving their fight deal. When she wants to prove she's a team actress, Kate saves himself from showing Gavin a good time, hoping for his glossy blue eyes, his delicious Irish accent and her propensity for disaster doesn't make her torpedo the company's recovery chances. Click here or enter in your web browser to
pick up your copy of A Whyte Christmas in the Amazon Kindle store. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or type into your web browser – just fill out your email address, smack Subscribe button and make sure you click the link in the confirmation email! Download the free kindle books and blog app tips for your Kindle or android-based smartphone or tablet – free, of course – by
clicking here or type in to your PC's web browser from amazon app store or click here or type in in your PC's web browser for the Google App Store. Here is your list of free and discounted Kindle books offered in different genres for Saturday: for those books that are listed as free in this post – while setting free status is valid at the time of this post, please check the price carefully before pressing the buy
button as you could return to paid status at any time! The murder weapon of the future... He's here now! Feisty nurse sleuth Gina Mazzio and her equally fearless partner Harry Lucke hit the ground running after their honeymoon, exploring uncharted territory as they become entangled with their most dangerous enemies yet – one who is not even human, and some who are. From an idyllic beach wedding
and honeymoon to romantic Kauai, Gina and Harry barely unpacked when ridgewood hospital in San Francisco sent them on an interesting mission to report on surgical robotics at a hospital near Santa Cruz. Intrigue turns into concern when they are pandered in the midst of a deadly clash between traditionalists from the hands of medicine and those who want to dive their heads into the futuristic vortex of
robotics. Gina's intuitive skills are once again as sharp as her medical knowledge – because here is a deadly operative word. Turns out the robot can be the perfect murder weapon. As the story changes and turns quickly, human characters won't stop at anything - including harassment, threats and, finally, kidnapping to stop Gina and Harry, who now have to race after an hour to find out who's in the robot
unit and cause bloody thoration in the surgical units. Click here to pick up your free copy of bone slices at the Amazon Kindle store. Naomi sees her first body at a Colorado Springs grocery store, but it won't be her last. At a destructive rate of plague, the plague sweeps the city, then the country, then the world, leaving less than 1% of the population ahead. Naomi, a gentle and sheltered housewife, is
fighting for survival in a world placed by desperate peoples where it could be right, and grace and compassion are in short supply. Fellow survivor Jack, youth minister from Woodland Park; Grace, a 17-year-old high school girl from Limona; And Naomi's daughter Piper, a student at the University of Northern Colorado, found herself in search of a safe way forward... Because it wasn't just the world that
changed. The plague that decimans the human race also pushes mankind into evolution. Those who survive are different, so profound, in ways they are just beginning to grasp. As Naomi struggles to protect and unite what is left of her family, she must learn to understand and accept change within herself. In this strange new world, its survival and those she loves depends on it. Click here to pick up your
free copy of What Survives of US in the Amazon Kindle store. Volumes 8-10 in the Dev Haskell Private Investigator series. Crickett, Bulldog and Double Problems in full. The eighth, ninth and tenth novels in blue cracking, punching back, babe magnet Dev Haskell series. Click here to pick up your free copy of Dev Haskell Mysteries Vol 8-10 at the Amazon Kindle store. This special collection contains three
full-length novels – hundreds of pages of well-researched adventures and thrills – for less than the price of two individual quantities. Fans of George MacDonald Fraser, Ian Fleming and John D. MacDonald will enjoy the adventures of former Army Ranger who became covert agent Jake Fonko. Book 1: Jake Fonko M.I.A (Vietnam/Cambodia 1975) Book 2: Fonko on the Carpet (Iran 1978 – 1979) Book 3:
Fonko's Errand Go Boom (Northern Ireland 1982) Jake Fonko M.I.A. – Saigon, 1975. Former surfer Jake Fonk's latest mission - to find a former CIA asset that went missing in Cambodia - has the instinct of a military ranger on full alert. He may be a handsome, good-looking, decorated warrior, but he's certainly not an international spy. But Jake, always a good soldier, agrees with the CIA directive that
crosses the border to Phnom Penh. But the reliance on his training, the enticing observations and the ironic sense of humour may not be enough to save Jake, as one surprise emerges on the way to the wild truth. Maybe that property wasn't missing at all. Fonko on the carpet - Tehran, 1978. Running out of cash, former surfer and former Army ranger Jake Fonko receives a free referral from an unlikely
source: a certain Shah requires a competent bodyguard. Iran's most lavish factions have become restless, and Shah's popularity is beginning to soath. But when the country falls, Jake soon discovers that Shah's friends are no longer welcome - and will have to rely on his extensive training, capable language and ironic imagination if he wants to survive Tehran and escape in one piece. Fonko's Errand Go
Boom - Belfast, 1982. When an old surfing buddy directed a former Army Ranger to turn soldier of wealth Jake Fonko into the most modern car manufacturer in need of his unique set skills, Jake ships off to Belfast. But as Northern Ireland is in trouble, Jake's attempts to protect the factory from the pre-civil war soon turn into a much more basic struggle to survive the escalating conflict. To get out alive, Jake
must become a double agent for both sides - a complex situation that will require all his abilities, satirical imagination and training to get out alive. Click here to pick up your free copy of the Jake Fonko series: Books 1, 2 &amp; 3 in the Amazon Kindle store. Rory Haven and Brittany Manion knew each other as children. But they haven't survived a child's summer in Summerhaven in a long time. The Havens
were not children who attended exclusive Camp v Center Sandwich, New New They were the children of the owners, they expected them to draw their weight and absolutely banned the paid-for fraternity. But it didn't smloute rory into the wonderful, popular, insanely rich, Brittany Manion for three ai billion summers. When all grown up, the recently engaged Brittany reserves summer camp off-season for her
upcoming spring wedding, instantly recognizing Rory as a hot boy who didn't want to give her time of day. Meanwhile, Rory, who feels brittany's wedding procedures are less about Mr. Right and more about Mr. Right now, is starting the fight of his life to win the heart of the girl he's always wanted. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of the Fighting Irish in the Amazon Kindle store.
Slow sashay on request. After his fiancee and fans abandoned him over a disfigured accident, former classical pianist Reed O'Donnell is returning home to hide. He reunited his life and became a renter and a re-found construction specialist, but he protects away from social life. Former ballerina Quinn Petrov moved to Castle Ridge and invested her money to start a dance studio with plans to set roots. She
wants to join the community to promote her business and make real friends, not acquaintances she met in New York. When she meets a mysterious and sexy rental, she's wanted, but she's always hiding behind a mask. Reed can't stop the attraction he feels towards his new tenant, but he's beautiful and outgoing while he's not. When his younger brother asks him to help impress Quinn, Reed can't say no.
With the musical language of love, he's going to go to Quinn's brother, and when his own mask slips, he's going to reveal his secrets? In this contemporary capture Cyrano de Bergerac meets Beauty and the Beast, Quinn and Reed dance their way into each other's hearts. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of Romance Dance in the Amazon Kindle store. Three months to the
destruction of mankind. That's what they tell her about allegre damascus's visions. Looking to the future should be great. Instead, it's all blood, horror and the end of the world. Worse still, the discovery of her true identity as a descendant of the famous Pitino oracle has placed Allegro in the government's eyes - and the new German states will not stop at anything to control its new-found power. Maximus
Vissarion offers Allegra security against deadly attackers, murderous storms, and worse. But when he starts questioning his general's motives, Max realizes that it's not just the world on the line, it's his heart. And he's not even sure where his loyalty lies. Allegra's Dark Sight is the key to saving the world – but only if they can find the right lock. The clock is ticking. Three months to figure out whether they all
die. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up a copy of Dark Sight in the Amazon Kindle store. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or type into your web browser – just fill out your email address, smack Subscribe button and make sure you click the link in the confirmation email! Download the free kindle books and blog tips app for your Kindle Fire or Android-based
smartphone or tablet – free, of course – by clicking here or enter into your PC's web browser from amazon app store or click here or type in in the computer's web browser for the Google App Store. Here is your list of free and discounted Kindle books offered in different genres for Monday: for those books that are listed as free in this post – while setting free status is valid at the time of this post, please check
the price carefully before pressing the buys button as you could return to the paid balance at any time! Meet Joby. He's not your average boyfriend. Homeless, homeless and without friends, his past is even a secret to him. With magical staff and a quick hand, he wanders around the desert town of Terron with his only friend, a tramp dog named Scratch. Every day is one of survival. It's the same every day.
Until one night. When he interrupted the fight to help the fools escape from his killer, the mysterious scar on Joby's right hand begins to light up blue. Joby found out he was caught up with a man with dark powers. Determined to understand the origin of the scar, Joby decided to discover the identity of the wizard whose spoken spells made him glow in the dark. Click here to pick up your free copy of The
Shadow Tribe: The Guy with the Scar in the Amazon Kindle store. The worst epic failure of her scientific career? She fell in love with the cyborg she helped create. Dr. Kyra Winters never wanted her cyber discoveries to be used for evil, but that's exactly what happened. The return of humanity Peyton 313 is the last chance she will have to clean up. He can't go back to a lost decade, but he can change the
present by restoring the cyborg that was once Marine Captain Peyton Elliot. Her grand plan to correct mistakes didn't involve kissing a confused, passionate Marine when he asked her. The same scientific mind that built the Kibor creation code has now warned her not to let Peyton's tempting offers of heaven smoved her rational decision-making. But it's hard to resist the cyborg who returned him when he's
also the most interesting man she's ever known. Click here to pick up your free copy of Peyton 313 in the Amazon Kindle store. Rhys is an average man who does mediocre work in Summit City- a purpose-built government complex on the outskirts of London. Alpha Tower is located in the heart of the city. Enigma, no one knows what's going on behind the dark glass. Rhys will find out. On Nothing, and with
the chaos spilling into the street, Rhys has the slightest head start. If he can stay before the pandemonium, then it can reach his loved ones before the plague. Click here to pick up your free copy of Alpha Plague – Post-Apocalyptic Action Thriller in the Amazon Kindle store. Sometimes the scariest stories are true, inspired by actual events. It's 1817, and Tennessee is on the western border as America
expands into the unknown. In the idyllic Adams district, home to the Bell family, there is a collection of tightly knit rural communities with deeply held beliefs. And even more deeply buried secrets. Jack and Lucy Bell run a thriving family farm northwest of Nashville, where life with many children is peaceful. It's just a rural life. Until these secrets take over their lives and refuse to remain unspoied. There has
been a lot of writing about the Tennessee witch legend, but the details of the Bell family's terrifying supernatural experience have never been quite told, with Bram Stoker nominated for horror by author John F.D. Taff. The witch has her first words in her novel. And what reveals the incident and the dark motivations behind the appearance achieves far more than traditional scaremongering. Forget what you
read about this American legend. What you think you know about the mysterious events at Bell Farm is wrong. Discover a long hidden reality that is far more terrifying than any ghost story you've ever heard. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of Bell Witch in the Amazon Kindle store. What if you can't trust your family? Robyna's parents are ruining her life. As if their constant beliefs
and awkward behaviour weren't bad enough, she was banned from socialising with her sympathy just when a new flirty girl moves into their block. Robyna's parents looked the other way when her brother interrupted the clock. even after the violent murder of a local girl. In the high-rise neighborhood, strange visible spots are on the rise, and accusations begin to fly. During her brother's night trips and her
parents' strange behavior, Robyn begins to worry that the killer might be living under his own roof. In a city where a neighbor turned on a neighbor, deciding who to trust with dark fears can be a matter of life and death... Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of meat and blood at the Amazon Kindle store. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or type into your
web browser – just fill out your email address, smack Subscribe button and make sure you click the link in the confirmation email! Download the free kindle books and blog app tips for your Kindle Fire or Android-based smartphone or tablet – for Of course – by clicking here or type into your PC's web browser from amazon app store or click here or type into your PC's web browser for Google App Store. Here
is your list of free and discounted Kindle books offered in different genres for Saturday: for those books that are listed as free in this post – while setting free status is valid at the time of this post, please check the price carefully before pressing the buy button as you could return to paid status at any time! A Fresh Start – Abigail Johnson has just nabbed his dream job, running Castle View's Big Cat
Sanctuary. But when he moves with his daughter back to his hometown, Mark Castle drops the bomb. The refuge is on the back foot, and she shouldn't even be dissuading. Feeling torn – Mark has one chance to save a family business on the verge of bankruptcy. And no one can deny the tiger's refuge dripping with red ink. Closing is responsible. At least financially. Last clip – The existence of the shrine
depends on winning one of the most prestigious donations in the animal world, the Wildlife Conservation Society (Hagenbeck Grant). Mark can wait for Abigail to save the refuge, or the bank and other castle kids will push him to sell one place where cats call home. Click here to pick up your free copy of Wild Hearts in the Amazon Kindle store. In the early days of the U.S. Pacific Northwest, small resorts
dot wild streams and dense forest. Isaac Evers, a community leader and former militiaman, founded a small colony on whidbey island. Although the area looks calmer than in the past, northern indigenous clans still threaten the survival of Isaakov's growing family. While Isaac is not on expeditions, his wife Emmy avoids the many duties required by the owner of a property on Whidbey Island. Bold and
asertive, the Emmy has little time to hold back social mores. But as times on the island become more turbulent, its constitution and beliefs are being tested. Elsewhere, Haida native Anah-nawitka feels the haste of his first murder and satisfying revenge, cast hand-to-hand by the invading white colonists. Anah begins a violent journey that will change many lives. Meanwhile, after a border dispute, the British
and English armies are quietly grinding against each other, and as a result, men like Captain George Edward Pickett are in a close position. Pickett, who is in charge of the nearby union, is trying to maintain his authority while he struggles with the tragic events of his past. Gerard LaSalle, who risks these stories together into a powerful whole, tells the story of a memorable American adventure. Click here to
pick up your free copy of The Widow Walk in the Amazon Kindle Store. San Francisco is dead. Welcome to Zombie City. Hipsters. Shane hates They dress like artists, but they think like yay. They raise the cost of living in San Francisco, making it almost impossible for people like Shane to survive. And now they're starting to act really weird, they're swinging and mesing and trying to bite... Click here to pick
up your free copy of Zombie City: Episode 1 in the Amazon Kindle store. Coinman is one of life's victims, a receiver of subtle bullying in an office environment and a thin cover-up of surveillance in his own home, but he remains true to his desire to be polite and accept how he is treated by everyone. Then the workplace incident changes all that. Click here to pick up your free copy of Coinman: Unread
conspiracy in an Amazon Kindle store. Your power is in your blood. Those were the words grandpa said to her, wherever they were dead. Now it's up to her to figure out what it really means. Sadness. Her grandparents were found dead in the lake. Nauteth accident? Cannot. The newly elected leader of the city, Chia Petit, is determined to find out who killed her beloved grandfather and grandmother.
Rights. Her new position requires her to negotiate for the needs of people, including changers, from Charming, Alaska. When the changer is dead, shot by a mysterious hunter, her determination to find the killer grows. Love. There's not too many men in Charming, Alaska, to choose from. Can a sexy, crazy bounty hunter who wants revenge for his niece's death prove the way into her heart? Too many
secrets and not enough time to solve them. Chia has her hands full when trying to set things up in the introduction of the charming shifter mysteries, Storm Shift. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of Storm Shift in the Amazon Kindle store. FBI Special Agent Matthew Roarke is nearing the arrest of a major criminal organization in San Francisco after witnessing a member of his
team who was killed in front of him on a busy street, an accident that Roarke can't believe was a coincidence. His suspicions have put him on the trail of a mysterious young woman who, it seems, was present at every scene of a multi-year series of accidents and murders, and which may be the rarest of the killers: a female serial. Roarke's hunt for her takes him across three states... While in a small coastal
town, a young father and his five-year-old son, both injured by a recent divorce, encountered a lost and convincing young woman on the beach and made an unlikely friendship without realising how deadly it could be. When Roarke reveals the shocking truth of her background, she realizes she's on her mission and has to race to catch her before more blood is spilled. Click here or enter in your web browser
to pick up your copy of Huntress Moon in the Amazon Kindle store. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or in your web browser – only in your email address, smack the Subscribe button and be sure to click the link in the confirmation email! Download the free kindle books and blog tips app for your Kindle Fire or Android-based smartphone or tablet – free, of course – by clicking
here or enter into your PC's web browser from amazon app store or click here or type in in the computer's web browser for the Google App Store. Here's your list of free and discounted Kindle books offered in different genres for Friday: for those books that are listed as free in this post – while the setting of free status is valid at the time of this post, please check the price carefully before pressing the buys
button as you could return to paid status at any time! Sometimes one phone call is all it takes... Amber Reed is a newspaper admin assistant who's tasked with making up horoscopes. Her imaginary predictions seem as close as she'll ever come to thrills. As long as the desperate phone call doesn't drag on in the middle of a celebrity murder investigation. Struggling to convince a fearsomely pretty special
agent assigned to solve a case that could help him catch a killer, Amber is fighting something far more dangerous than she could have imagined – and it has nothing to do with the equally frightening chemistry fizzing between her and Special Agent Charlie Huxton! Did Amber's desire for greater excitement in life get her into great trouble - is her fate written in the stars? Click here to pick up your free copy of
In The Stars in the Amazon Kindle store. Death. Lies. Revenge. PI Kate Jones lands on a case of life: a young student with no history of drug abuse dies of an overdose, and her parents come to Kate and demand answers. Soon Seattle is relieved of dozens of deaths, all with the same chemical markers. At first, police assumed the victims were drug addicts in the closet who had come to a bad
combination, but when someone close to her becomes a victim, Kate believes something much more evil is happening. The deeper Kate digs, the more she's told about the deadly source of the drug, she's pouring her to choose between what's right... ... and vengeance. Click here to pick up your free copy of The Vigilante Dead in the Amazon Kindle store. Seb is invincible in combat. But there are a million
ways to lose... Seb Zodo never got out of a fist fight. After all, he was gifted with powers that make loss impossible. Lately, however, Seb's gift seems more of a curse... Seba's fearlessness leads to stupid decisions, short-term jobs and unwanted attention in dangerous places. In a desperate emergency to a fresh start, Seb vs. the fight. But maybe it's too late... When a swoote with an electrifying tote and a
shadow leader of an organization sends his life out of control, Seb has no choice but to go down swinging... Click here to your free copy of shadow shadows Space opera at the Amazon Kindle store. The plague was born out of hope. He wanted to change the world. Heal the incurable and recover the broken. When the world ended, the weight of his dead fell on the shoulders of the man at the heart of it all.
For Kell McDonald, survival isn't enough. Alone and surrounded by enemies must find a way to do what only he can: find a cure and possibly deliver. Click here to pick up your free copy of victim zero in the Amazon Kindle store. TUCSON, Arizona - Eighteen-year-old Matt Garrison hides two terrible secrets: his involvement in drowning in the death of a 12-year-old cousin and a night of drunken sex with the
mother of best friend Crystal, who finds her dead in a bathtub of blood. Guilt forces Matt to act on the impulse and hide his involvement with Crystal. Detective Winston Radhauser knows Matt's hiding something. But as the investigation progresses, Radhauser's attention is focused on Matt's father. Matt's world closes when his father was arrested for Crystal's murder, and Travis broke up their friendship.
Despite his father's guilt, Matt knows his father is innocent and is just trying to protect his son. Devastated and dinged on self-destruction, Matt goes to the lake where his cousin died – the only place where he believes he can truly set him free. Are some secrets better buried? Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of Redemption Lake in the Amazon Kindle store. The next series in the
wildly popular series She'll Remember! The 8 award-winning romance authors and winners take you on a journey of romance that jumps on your knees. 8 memorable Valentine's Day novels to sweeten the love season. There's no better way to celebrate the love season than with each of these eight heroines and that one special Valentine will remember forever. And you're going to... Love of My Life by
Mimi Barbour – The story of abandoned puppies, a controversial businessman and a woman who bought her first home just to find out that she shares a duplex with a hero whose heart is as mushy as the young girl's dream. Drop Dead Gorgeous by Patricia Rosemoor – Sasha Brozynski comes to the chapel for a best friend's wedding for Valentine's Day, but the bride disappeared without a trace. Nick
Donatelli, the son of a criminal boss, had a reputation as a female killer. Was he wonderful or ruthless? When a man loves a woman Taylor Lee – they call her Blonde Barracuda. The press loves her, the politicians are afraid of her. Someone Like You by Suzanne Jenkins – Life is being referred as upstate NY sisters, Marley and Abigail are cuffing each other and their young children. But the nanny
introduces them both to Jay Malik, a medical student from India who becomes their lifespan to happiness, forgiveness and healing. Two hearts broken by Tamara Ferguson - Honorably discharged from air force, wounded warrior Sarah Benton accepts position wounded warriors. When Lieutenant Brand Reardon discovers that her cowardly fiance broke up with Sarah because he couldn't cope with her



injury, Brand decides to do what he wanted from the moment they met and made her his. Can he break her wounded heart before Valentine's Day when he's being investigated? Beachcomber Love by Stephanie Queen – How will the Dane overcome the intrusion of Shane's old fire on the special Valentine he planned while protecting the Lucky Parrot from the turmoil of the underground world? Lovers in
Training by Alicia Street – When private fitness coach Shannon meets her hot new client, loving her work takes on a whole new meaning. The path to salvation with Natalie Ann – Can a nurse bring a doctor to life? They say opposites attract, but is Cori too introvert Dr. Max Hamilton? Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of A Valentine She will remember the Box Set in the Amazon
Kindle Store. When her husband is killed in a bicycle accident, it takes all of Michele's strength not to bury himself in bed for the rest of her life. She promised to make the Kona Ironman triathlon in Adrian's honor. Her dangerously diverting workouts become a link between her and Adrian, and she discovers that if she continues to move fast enough to fly, she can stick with her husband – even as she loses
his grip on herself and face his greatest danger to date. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of Going for Kona in the Amazon Kindle store. Summer. Montana, 1985. When seven-year-old Ryan Novak suddenly disappears from his home in a small rural town, Detective Newton picks up the case. Convinced that grandpa - school janitor and former woodsman Bill O'Donnell - knows
what happened to the boy, Newton's growing obsession with his only suspect begins to take his day. Winter. Montana, 25 years later, and in the final days of Newton's stunning career, Bill O'Donnell was found murdered. Newton's successor, young Texan Detective Ward, is the lead investigator. As Newton prepares for retirement, Ward draws him back into a mystery he couldn't solve. Can they find the old
man's killer and finally find out the truth about what really happened to Ryan? The silence will be scattered. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of An End to a Silence in the Amazon Kindle store. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or type into your web browser – just fill out your email address, smack Subscribe button and make sure you click the link in the
confirmation email! Download the free kindle books and blog app tips for your kindle fire or Smartphone or tablet – for free, of course – by clicking here or type into your PC's web browser from amazon app store or click here or type in in the computer's web browser for the Google App Store. Here's your list of free and discounted Kindle books offered in different genres for Wednesday: for those books that
are listed as free in this post – while setting free status is valid at the time of this post, please make sure to check the price carefully before pressing the buys button as you could return to paid status at any time! Things like this never happen here. Black Dog City Center has swerved into this emotion like a safety ode. As part of the tight knitting, the small town protected them from the horror that made the
evening news. And then something happened. It happened fast. Two fishermen fell ill after a day on The Black Dog Lake. The mysterious virus, which had an almost supernatural way of developing, began to spread. People got sick. People are violent. And then they died. But from the hunger that had been doing their bodies, she lived. The infected were considered lucky. The callout covering their eyes
blinded them before the death of mankind. The survivors witnessed everything – the true value of life and evil, which survived deep in the human soul. Every day, the world darked. On the bright side, it would all be over in five days. Click here to pick up your free copy of The Last Five Days: The Perfect Novel in an Amazon Kindle store. How much should she tell her? Cody is a professional athlete and
decorated U.S. Marine haunted by a dark military past. Brandi is a detective journalist and self-fed mother who uncovered a child trafficking ring. When terrorists try to kidnap her in a public theater, Cody, a stranger, rescues her, but the violent incident unlocks the malevolent demons of Cody's past. The pair are now forced to play a deadly game of hide-and-seek with a syndicate. Cody protects Brandi and
her two-year-old daughter, but Brandi is risking her life to find out the truth about the Afghan incident that pushed Cody into his deep mental apathy. Was there anything disguised? Well Pit So Deep is exciting, tragic, hearty, funny and inspiring. It's a story of honor, courageous love and the search for faith. Click here to pick up your free copy of No Pit So Deep in the Amazon Kindle store. Seb is invincible in
combat. But there are a million ways to lose... Seb Zodo never got out of a fist fight. After all, he was gifted with powers that make loss impossible. Lately, however, Seb's gift seems more of a curse... Seba's fearlessness leads to stupid decisions, short-term jobs and unwanted attention in dangerous places. In a desperate emergency to a fresh start, Seb vs. the fight. But maybe it's too late... When he's
electrifying a hostage and runs the shadows of an organization, he sends a life Seb has no choice but to swing... Click here to pick up your free copy of The Shadow Order: A Space Opera in an Amazon Kindle store. As a 15-year-old foreigner in a working-class village, Isika is destined for endless socializing, serving the priest's stepfather and honoring the four goddesses of the working people. She doesn't
fit and hate the goddess, but her mother is dead, and her three remaining siblings need her to be good and protect them. Every day she can't think of anything she can't survive and try to avoid her stepfather's rage. Until he decides to sacrifice his youngest brother to the goddess. And Isika decides that's enough. She's on her way to save her brother and face an unknown world outside the walls of a
working village. In the new world, ancient gifts are awakened in it, as she finds more beauty and more trouble than she could have imagined. To save her brother, she'll have to trust the magical creatures and mysterious new friends who came to guide her. What's more, when she learns to love her new place in the world, she will have to learn to control the magic that could be the key to her fate and the
fate of everyone around her. Click here to pick up your free copy of the World Whisperer in the Amazon Kindle store. NOBLE BEGINNINGS (JACK NOBLE #1) In March 2002, while the eyes of the world focused on Afghanistan, Jack Noble is found on the outskirts of Baghdad, Iraq. Just a Marine, Jack's on loan to the ClA. Usually an integral part of the team, he finds it to be nothing but a security detail in
Iraq. Jack and his partner Bear are having an attack with four CIA special agents to treat an Iraqi family. A few hours later, Jack and Bear are detained. Jack just wanted to finish his job and move on. He just intervened and saved his family from the unjustified violence of four CIA agents. But he soon discovers that he's done a lot more than intervene. In the midst of a conspiracy that reached the highest
levels of the U.S. government, he killed himself. This Jack Noble political thriller is not for a faint-hearted! Deadly Distance (Jack Noble #2) Washington, D.C. Noon. The man is waiting at the bus stop, his intentions are unknown. Two government operatives have been stalking him for days, waiting for him to move. Unexpectedly, the man escapes and drives into an abandoned warehouse. Jack Noble and his
partner Frank Skinner believe the man is part of a terrorist organization involved in smuggling drugs, weapons and people into the country. However, their plan has proved to involve far more exports than imports and is much closer to home. As the explosive action 3ler unfolds, the man behind it reachs for Jack with a simple message... 37 hours. THIN LINE (JACK NOBLE #3) Thin Line is Ryan's latest
thriller, which houses former government assassin Jack Noble as he races New York to Paris, Washington DC, on the trail of a fired agent marked for suspension. When his friends can no longer be trusted, and the enemies must be, Jack is forced to make a decision that will compromise his integrity, conscience and life. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of the Jack Noble Series:
Books 1-3 at the Amazon Kindle store. An an analysing an experiment in front of Aleppo. Two mysterious deaths: one in LA, one in Boston, each with the same horrific symptoms. In Los Angeles, FBI counterterrorism agent Quinn Traynor receives an urgent call from CDC agent Madeline Hamilton. She discovered the first victim of a deadly, unknown virus. Their joint investigation has uncovered imminent
bio-terrorist attacks and their only hope is to identify the terrorists who carry the disease. With two days to go before it's too late, the FBI and CDC are racing to prevent a pandemic. The expiry nightmare will hit closer to home than they expected, and one of them will pay an unimaginable price to protect the country. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy just wrong once in the Amazon
Kindle store. Javier has encountered a breakthrough while researching the cause of the tip-cutting across the country – a virus transmitted by insecticides that insecticides cannot eradicate. The discovery explains a series of illnesses and deaths, meaning a vaccine is possible. Instead of celebrating his achievement, his bosses tried to kill him. As she evades capture, Javier meets Liz, a widow who works in
a homeless shelter. Together, they become fugitives, and in search of a vaccine, they discover a complex chain of mysteries that leads to the most powerful entities in the country. To break the chain and free the people, Javier and Liz must fight in an impossible battle. While victory means easing decades of manipulation and oppression, the loss would result in more deaths than the virus has ever
threatened. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of the Seventh Saddle in the Amazon Kindle store. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or type into your web browser – just fill out your email address, smack Subscribe button and make sure you click the link in the confirmation email! Download the free kindle books and blog tips app for your Kindle Fire or
Android-based smartphone or tablet – free, of course – by clicking here or enter into your PC's web browser from amazon app store or click here or type in in the computer's web browser for the Google App Store. Here's your list of free and discounted Kindle books offered in different genres for Thursday: for those books that are listed as free in this post – while pricing free status is valid at the time this
posting, please check the price carefully before pressing the buys button, as it could return back to the paid balance at any time! Can Cole Sage find the key to unlock the dark secret? When Cole Sage inherits a house and a small farm in Oklahoma, he finds a dusty old trunk that opens the world of Grandpa Cole, who he never knew. From before World War I to the late Fifties, Cole learns of a man
tormented by alcohol, racism, a bowl of dust, the Great Depression and gambling addiction. As he rebuilds an old farm, Cole reads forty years of triumphs and shame in a family history he's never known before. Along the way, he discovers love and pride for the man his parents tried to erase. George Sage's latest diary record unlocks a secret hidden for 50 years that will forever change Cole Sage. Click
here to pick up your free copy of Cole Powder in the Amazon Kindle store. The dark force is rising... Someone kills the most beautiful women in the world when Jarrod and Joshua Sinclair are called in to consult with the FBI about the murders of a Hollywood star, and they immediately suspect their old nemesiness, Josef Helmick, that they created clones for the visiting Saudi prince. They don't waste time,
they hire retired detective Fred Kowalski to uncover Josef's operations database and build a case against him. Soon Fred discovers that Helmick is hiding a secret far darker than human trafficking. Now he and the Sinclairs must stop Helmick before Josef revives the ancient, diabolical Force to bring the whole world under his control. Click here to pick up your free copy of The Force in the Amazon Kindle
store. You don't expect a zombie apocalypse when you're on vacation. The Necrose-7A virus is spreading. This is how ben chase is on his way to Kona, Hawaii, on an adventurous trip with his friend Ty. They do not want to acknowledge the reality of the horrors they witness, yet they find themselves surrounded by flesh-eating monsters – zombies. The infection spreads virtually ineasm and forces them into
a daring struggle to survive. When Ben is made with a critical decision that puts the fate of his friends in his hands, what he has to do to save them is inconfi0. Dead Apocalypse will leave your skin crawling as you follow Ben's desperate attempt to survive the island's paradise. Click here to pick up your free copy of Dead Apocalypse in an Amazon Kindle store. What he was looking for can't exist, but it's
true. What he found can't be real, but it is. What he did could not have been predicted. . . . They couldn't have known about his discovery, but they do. He can't stop them, but he has to. Ripley Gaines, a brilliant archaeologist, spent his life searching for a fluctuating artifact to prove his controversial theory. What he finds shocks even him. The discovery rewrites human history and promises to change the
future of the planet. It needs to be suppressed. The most powerful forces in the world match him. There was a deadly competition for the artifact. Capturing Gaines is not enough; He and everyone who saw the artifact must be killed. His only hope is to stay alive long enough to decipher Cosega's sequence. We dig far enough into the past. . . . . Maybe you'll find out the future. Click here to pick up your free
copy of Cosega Search in the Amazon Kindle Store. A Different Kind of Love brings back the couple who started it all: Brad and Emily. You fell in love with them in a forgotten child. Years later, they face entirely new challenges with their pretend autistic boyfriend when his mother Crystal returns. She wants a relationship with the guy she left behind - which Brad and Emily never expected. She says she's
changed, but can the Friessens believe her? Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of A Different Kind of Love in the Amazon Kindle store. When a very sophisticated race of extraterrestrial insects arrives to exterminate humanity, the mythical creatures from human surrender turn out to be more real than anyone imagined. It's an epic battle to preserve our planet, and no one has ever
been left out. And some people fall in love. Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of Zombies Against Aliens Against Vampires against Dinosaurs in the Amazon Kindle store. When the Rock's greatest rebel loses everything, he's forced to call the services of all the rock star kings he's burned all his career. With a messy comeback tour, creditors on the ass, no record deal, a health
issue he can't even spell, and nothing but a few dollars from the sale of his latest guitar, Mike Mays is desperate for the first time in the rock star's life. He is forced to overthrow his estranged, uptight daughter in a tidy world, and when he throws it out, he surfs half-world on a ragtag farm in Tuscany called Groove House - home to a pack of old former rock stars who aren't thrilled to see him. Mike creates
chaos at every turn, bulldoting everyone in his path. His hilarious trash from the stage swung the headlines in the '70s and '80s, but can the old evil boy get out of the worst bungle and actually stage a comeback? Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of Welcome to Groove House in the Amazon Kindle store. Everyone knows that the path to true love doesn't always run smoothly, but
Holly and her boyfriend Scott are going in the opposite direction. When their relationship turns to the worst, he finds solace in the company of a neighbor. Holly accepts Devon's friendship without any expectation of where it might lead. After all, he doesn't want to fall in love again, and you can't find what you're not looking for. Regardless of his mother's warnings that the sand runs out in the hourglass,
Devon is not interested in being anything but a single father. He's the one who I've proven he's not good at marriage. When he meets Holly, he's not ready for his heart to react. Because he does not want to act on these very unwanted feelings, his actions are clear. There's only one problem. How can he retreat when he's surrounded? Click here or enter in your web browser to pick up your copy of One
Woman's Heart in the Amazon Kindle store. Do you receive blog posts by email? You can if you click here or type into your web browser – just fill out your email address, smack Subscribe button and make sure you click the link in the confirmation email! Download the free kindle book blog app tips for your Kindle Fire or Android-based smartphone or tablet – for free, of course – by clicking here or enter the
computer's web browser from amazon app store or click here or type in in the computer's web browser for the Google App Store. Store.
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